
  
 

CALLS FOR 
SERVICE 

180 REPORTS 
WRITTEN 

16 TRAFFIC STOPS 39 BAKER ACTS 1 

WATCH COMMANDER:     DATE: 9/30/2018 
 

TYPE CASE# LOCATION SUMMARY 

Burglary, 
Vehicle 

18-92012 Sloganeer Trail V1 reported two unsecured vehicles broken into overnight.  No 
items taken.  V1 declined having his vehicles processed. 

Burglary, 
Vehicle 

18-92021 Slowdrift Turn Passenger side door and glove box found open. V1 advised his 
vehicle was unsecured overnight and that nothing had been taken.  
V1 declined to have vehicle processed 

Burglary, 
Vehicle 

18-92025 Slogan Place Two unsecured vehicles broken into overnight.  $12 in loose change 
stolen from both vehicles.  V1 declined to have vehicles processed.  
Residence does not have video surveillance. 

Burglary, 
Vehicle 

18-92030 Slowdrift Turn Passenger side door open and glove box of unsecured vehicle found 
open. V1 advised his vehicle was unsecured overnight and that 
nothing was missing.  V1 declined to have his vehicle processed. 

Burglary, 
Vehicle 

18-92034 Slowdrift Turn V1 reported his unsecured vehicle broken into overnight.  Nothing 
was missing and V1 declined to have his vehicle processed.  This 
residence does not have any external video surveillance.   

Burglary, 
Vehicle 

18-92041 Slowdrift Turn V1 advised an unknown person(s) unlawfully entered his unlocked 
2018 Kia bearing K461VN and rummaged through the center 
console. V1 advised nothing was taken from the vehicle, a partial 
fingerprint located on outside of the vehicle and collected. 

Burglary, 
Vehicle 

18-92060 Slocum Path V1 advised an unknown person(s) unlawfully entered his unlocked 
1998 Dodge pickup bearing Florida tag 1399TW and rummaged 
through the center console. V1 advised nothing was taken from the 
vehicle. 

Narcotics 18-92108 Palm Coast Pkwy 
NW (PC Library) 

O1 secured for a BA and transported to SMA.  

Assist 
Bunnell 
PD 

18-11782 N State St (Pax 
Trax) 

There was a motorcycle crash occurred at Pax Trax.  Deputies 
assisted in shutting down USHY 1 briefly for Fire Flight to land. Fire 
Flight was unable to take the patient, do the patient being 
combative; the patient was taken by rescue. 

    

 


